German Expressionist Exhibit Slated at OU

A large and carefully selected group of German Expressionist graphic works will be shown at the University Art Gallery in the Recreation Building starting Jan. 30, according to Prof. John Delene, chairman of the University Art Gallery.

More than 50 original woodcuts, lithographs, engravings and drawings have been selected from a collection in the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C., which is lending them to OU.

The center of the collection is Klee, whose works promise to be particularly successful among the OU students.

The collection has been authorized by the American Federation of the Arts which was established immediately after the war, some of these works being purchased directly from the artists.

A major portion of these exhibits has been purchased by the Nazis, who considered them to be "decadent," and some of these works will be shown at the exhibition as well.

The exhibition will be on display at the University Art Gallery until Feb. 28, after which it will travel to the Cleveland Museum of Art in Ohio.

Illustrated Program Features Jewish Art

As an aid to this exhibit, a series of lectures will be given on "The Art and Architecture of the Jews in Germany" by Dr. Henry Forman, director of the Jewish Museum in New York City.

The lectures will be held on Jan. 31 and Feb. 1, and will cover topics such as the history of Jewish art and the development of Jewish architecture.

Ballet Guest Artist

Khan, a leading ballet dancer from Russia, will be the guest artist at the OU ballet studio during the spring semester.

Khan has performed with the Bolshoi Ballet in Moscow and is currently touring the United States with the Kirov Ballet from Leningrad.
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VACATION SPENDING INCREASES

Travel spending in Michigan is projected to increase by 13% this year, according to a report released by the Michigan Travel Federation.

The report, which is based on a survey of travel agents, predicts that the average traveler will spend $150 more per day than last year.

The average traveler is expected to spend about $750 per day, compared to $600 last year.
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